
Arriving at Ellis Island
An immigrant’s story



Hallå, I am Valter Bjork
• Ebba and Linnea are my daughters.

• We are from Sweden.



Ellis Island-
Entry to America

I was one of the twelve million 
people who entered the United 
States through Ellis Island during the 
62 years it was open.  I had hoped 
that America would become the 
home my wife and I had dreamed 
about in Sweden.  Unfortunately, our 
time in Ellis Island turned out to be a 
nightmare and now I am left alone to 
raise our children, including our new 
little baby girl.

Who knew that our journey to find a 
better life would include such 
sorrow?



Document 1

Registry Room



Registry Room

• Up to 5,000 immigrants per day waited 
in this room to begin their inspection 
process.

• This document was created with the 
intention of illustrating the enormity of 
immigration during Ellis Island’s peak.  
The fact that such a great hall was 
needed to organize immigrants 
illustrates the scope of the migration to 
the United States.



Document 2



Barbara Barondess

• This excerpt is from the perspective of an immigrant who was feeling 
disoriented in a new land.  She illustrates the fear that many 
immigrants felt at the prospect of going through the inspection 
process at Ellis Island.



Document 3

Medical Inspection



Medical Inspection

• This document illustrates the bigger picture of the laws that were in 
existence regulating immigration to the United States during the early 
1900’s.  If immigrants were found to be physically ill, they could be 
deported back to their native country.



Document 4

Board of Special Inquiry



Board of Special Inquiry
• The creation of the Board of 

Special Inquiry was 
influenced by the desire of 
Americans to ensure that 
new immigrants would not 
be bringing with them “un-
American” ideals such as 
communism, socialism, or 
anarchy.  Immigrants were 
expected to make a case as 
to why they should be 
allowed into the nation.



Document 5 Mental Exam



Mental Exam

• Mental exams such as the one from Document 5 were created to 
determine if immigrants were mentally fit to become Americans.  If 
they failed the test they were deemed “feebleminded” and forced to 
return to their home country. 



Document 6
Hospital



Hospital

• The hospital was created to care for patients who had contagious 
diseases.  Most of the patients were cured and able to complete their 
process of becoming Americans.  Some were forced to go back to 
their home countries.



Document 7

Leaving the Island



Leaving the island

• This document was from the perspective of a successful immigrant to 
Ellis Island.  They passed all of the tests that were put before them 
and thus were able to take the next step of finding their way in 
America.



Our story

• My wife was pregnant and the extended time waiting in the Registry Room coupled with the 
invasive medical exam caused her a large amount of distress. (Documents 1, 2, and 3).

• I was put under special scrutiny and was forced to undergo a Board of Special Inquiry.  I had to 
convince a panel of judges that I was going to be a good citizen of the United States and that I 
would not be bringing “dangerous ideas” like anarchy or communism or even crime into the 
country. (Document 4).  This caused my wife even more anxiety.

• My wife’s anxiety increased even more when I was further detained to complete a mental exam. 
(Document 5).  I had to complete basic tests to ensure I would not be a burden on society.

• Sadly, this caused my wife to go into premature labor.  She was sent to the hospital at Ellis Island 
where she died. (Document 6).

• Finally, I was able to take my children to our new home in America.  Before we left I tried to cheer 
them up with some food at the concession stand.  We then took the ferry off of the island to 
begin our new life. (Document 7).


